Helen Diller Foundation’s $500M Gift Will Support Faculty, Students

3-Parent Babies Can Avoid Fatal Birth Defects But Have Unknowns

How Parents are Driving New Research to End Pediatric Epilepsy

Remembering Steve Barclay, Financial Architect of Mission Bay

See Around Campus

Amy Watt (left), a Paralympic athlete, receives training on a new upper extremity prosthesis customized for gym and strength exercises at the Baker Fitness Center at Mission Bay.

UCSF In The News

"Transformative" gift boosts Bay Area’s status as hothouse of biomedical innovation

Mayor to make history by appointing SF’s first openly HIV-positive supervisor

Campus Announcements

Support UCSF Research at ZSFG: Make your voice heard and share your support with the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, as they consider approving a new UCSF research and academic building at Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital. Join UCSF advocates at City Hall on Jan. 23 and Jan. 31 »

Mini Med School Registration: The UCSF Osher Mini Medical School for the Public has classes available in 2017 that addresses the accelerating public interest in the scientific knowledge behind the health headlines and each person's role in shaping health policy. Learn more about the current courses »

School of Medicine Dean’s Forum: Dean Talmadge E. King, Jr., MD, will host a series of Dean’s Forums to discuss key information about the School of Medicine — how it’s structured, what makes it tick, and how this impacts the work of faculty and staff. Read more about upcoming topics and times »

Upcoming Events

Honoring the Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr: Leading Health Care Change Through Activism

Center for Vulnerable Populations 16th Anniversary Symposium

2017 Byers Award Lecture in Basic Science

More upcoming events...